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Analytic Hierarchy Process & Genetic Algorithm Approach
to reconfigure the Supply Chain Network

Sangheon Han＊

Supply Chain Management（SCM）has attracted a lot of attention for most companies. Among

them, to maintain their competitiveness is essential to reconfigure supply chain network（SCN）of exist-

ing. On the strategic level, however, even if we focus on the quantitative criterion such as cost, however,

there are situations that it is not easy to aggregate various costs into the overall cost, because of their im-

precision, indetermination and uncertainty. Furthermore, other qualitative criteria must be taken into ac-

count for evaluating the performance of supply chain network. In these complex situations, an heuristic

approach which has been frequently used is the most suitable. However, general approach does not often

include opinions and the intuition of the decision-maker. This paper is focused on the Analytic Hierar-

chy Process（AHP）with Genetic Algorithm（GA）. It has been implemented in the evaluation of several

reconfiguration alternatives of the warehouses distributed in a wide region. We utilize the AHP to calcu-

late the weight of the decision-maker’s opinion. And then, the weight from the AHP is adapted in a ge-

netic algorithm. We expect that our approach has played a proper human-machine role in the real world

decision-making.
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1．Introduction

Firms market be globalization, sourcing, manufacturing, regional specialization and the world

needed a product strategy 'era of limitless competition in accordance with high quality, low price, timely

delivery and the growing importance of60％ to70％ of the supply chain value is generated in a portion

other than the manufacture, so that the entire line has been needed is manageable. Initially only an indi-

vidual company has dealt the efficiency of distribution system. However, eventually, all the companies

related to a specific product started adopting SCM to minimize the system wide costs while satisfying

service level requirements.

One of the most advanced cases in SCM is the “direct” model, which gives Dell computer direct ac-

cess to their final customers, by making use of information technology and unifying the production, dis-

tribution, and sales information. Further, a cross-docking system employed by Wal-Mart, a continuous

replenishment program（CRP）developed by P&G, efficient consumer response（ECR）in the grocery

industry and quick response（QR）in fiber-related industries have been successfully implemented.
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There are various SCM issues. One is the network configuration decision regarding the number, lo-

cation, and capacity of warehouses and manufacturing plants. So far, mixed integer programming mod-

els have been widely used to configure facility locations, and improve overall operations（See, for in-

stance, Shapiro［9］）.
The reconfiguration of the existing supply chain network is essential to retain their competitive

edges. On the strategic level, however, even if we focus on the quantitative criterion such as cost, it is

not unusual that various costs involved in a supply chain network cannot easily be aggregated into the

overall cost, because of their imprecision, indetermination and uncertainty. Furthermore, there are other

qualitative criteria to evaluate the performance of a supply chain network. In theses complex situations,

as an overall evaluation, for instance, a simple weighted sum of criteria is not adequate. Instead, the out-

ranking analysis which has been frequently used is the most suitable. So far, various variants of the

meta-heuristic algorithms, which are called Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search and

others. These have, however, a weakness because of their arbitrariness at the same time and difficulty of

coding.

These approaches are very logical and scientific, but the sensitivity of human（intuition, experience,

advantage of in the mind）lacks in the context of decision-making to the real world. We adopted the

AHP to complement these drawbacks. Then, We present a GA to decide an optimal a number of ware-

houses and optimal supply chain network with the weight form AHP. On an illustrative application, we

conducted a Shapiro’s data of the evaluation of various reconfiguration alternatives of the warehouses

distributed all over wide region.

2．Genetic Algorithm: GA

The Genetic Algorithm（GA）is an adaptive heuristic search method based on population genetics.

The basic concepts are developed by Holland（1975）［7］, while the practically of using the GA to solve

complex problems is demonstrated in Dejong（1975）［2］and Goldberg（1989）［4］. References and de-

tails about genetic algorithms can also be found for example in Alander（2000）and Muhlenbein（1997）
respectively.

The creation of new generation of individuals involves primarily four major steps or phases: repre-

sentation, selection, crossover（recombination）, and mutation. The representation of the solution space

consists of encoding significant features of a solution as a chromosome, defining an individual member

of a population. Typically pictured by a bit string, a chromosome is made up of a sequence of genes,

which capture the basic characteristics of a solution. The recombination or reproduction process makes

use of genes of selected parents to produce offspring that will from the next generation. It combines

characteristics of chromosomes to potentially create offspring with better fitness. As for mutation, it

consists of randomly modifying gene（s）of a single individual at a time to further explore the solution

space and ensure, or preserve, genetic diversity. The occurrence of mutation is generally associated with

low probability. A new population replaces those from the old one. A proper balance between genetic

quality and diversity is therefore required within the population in order to support efficient search.

Although theoretical results that characterize the behaviour of the GA have been obtained for bit-

string chromosomes, not all problems lend themselves easily to this representation. This is the case, in
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particular, for sequencing problems, like vehicle routing problem, where an integer representation is

more often appropriate. We are aware of only one approach by Thangiah（1995）［14］that uses bit

string representation in vehicle routing context.

A basic scheme of a typical algorithm is as follows.

Randomly create an initial population

While not（termination condition）
do

Evaluate each member’s fitness

Kill the bottom x％ elements of the population

Let the fitness reproduce themselves

Randomly select two members/parents（many other selection methods are also used）
Perform crossover on the selected elements to generate two children（many vari-

ations of crossover exist）
Perform mutation

Endwhile

3．Analytic Hierarchy Process

Since its invention, Analytic Hierarchy Process（AHP）has been a tool available to decision-makers

and researchers and is one of the most widely used multiple criteria decision-making tools（Vaidya and

Kumar2006）［4］［11］［12］. It is designed to cope with both the rational and the intuitive of decision-

maker’s to select the best from a number of alternatives evaluated with respect to several criteria. In this

process, the decision maker carries out simple pairwise comparison judgments, which are then used to

develop overall priorities for ranking the alternatives（Saaty and Vargas2001）［11］. The form of ma-

trix of the pair-wise comparisons is as follows:

The comparisons are made using a scale that indicates the importance of one element over another

element with respect to a given attribute. Table 1 shows the scale ranges from1for ‘the least valued

than’ to9for ‘the most important than’.
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Table1．1―9 Scale for the pair wise comparison（Saaty2001）

Level 1

Level 2 Criteria Criteria

GOAL

Criteria Criteria Criteria

Level 3 Alternative Alternative Alternative

Figure1．Basic structure of AHP

In the basic structure of an Analytic Hierarchy presented in Figure1, the goal is specified at the top,

all the objectives or criteria are listed below the goal and all alternatives are presented at the last level.

Some key and basic steps involved in this methodology are;

Step1．Determine the problem.

Step2．Structure the decision hierarchy of different levels constituting goal, criteria, sub-criteria and

alternatives.

Step3．Compare each element at the related level and establish priorities.

Step4．Perform calculations to find the normalized values for each criteria / alternative. Calculate the

maximum Eigen value and C.I..

Step5．If the maximum Eigen value, C.I. is satisfactory, then the decision is made based on the nor-

malized values. If not, the procedure is repeated until the values lie in the desired range.

The consistency analysis is a part of the AHP method. It is to assure a certain quality level of the

decision. The measure of inconsistency can be used to successively improve the consistency of judg-

ments（Saaty and Vargas2001）［13］.

4．Supply Chain Network Reconfiguration Problem

The business entity has many warehouses and agents generally in the every corner. There is a long

demand chains of the business entity’s products consisting of construction dealers, agents, business of-

fices, enterprises, and plants / factories. The distribution process of the business entity is illustrated in

Figure2. As shown in Figure2, logistics network of the business entity is one-stage distribution system,

where the warehouses are supplied from factory. Such as the business entity has to secure one-day deliv-

ery service, warehouses are distributed in local regions. Since, there are many restrictions（capacity of

warehouses, variety of demand, etc.）, it is a difficult and impractical process to store all items in the
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Figure2．Business entity’s distribution process

warehouses. In some cases the business entity has a problem, how many warehouses are needed.

Problem Formulation

We are examining the effectiveness of merging some warehouses distributed all over the region. Some

of the advantages of merging are as follows:

（a）to reduce the safety inventory.

（b）to reduce the operating cost.

Cost

It is difficult to aggregate distribution, handling and storage cost, into an overall cost, because

it is difficult to estimate precisely cost values due to time and cost constraints. Therefore, we

have decided to look at all these costs separately.

Total inventory

Estimate the warehouses stock/inventory.

Since lesser the inventory stock, the better, this is a minimization criterion.

Restrictions

Consider capacities of warehouses and agencies

Each agency can receive the products form just one warehouse

Numerical Study

Our numerical experiments were run on an Intel Core i5―2GHz Processor, Windows7Operating

System using the Program Language C++. We tested two methods ; AHP-Genetic Algorithm, and

Branch & Bound method, so as to evaluate the performance treating a data of Shapiro. It is well known

that the setting of the parameter of GA reacts to the convergence of the solution sensitively. However,

the computational study on set of benchmark problems indicated that our GA-based heuristic is capable

of generating optimal solutions for small-size problems as well as high-quality solutions for large-size

problems. The algorithm outperforms any of the previous heuristics in terms of solution quality. The

computational times of the algorithm are very reasonable for all problem instances from the heuristic

viewpoint. In addition, the numerical experiment used a delivery plan problem, which is shown as Table

2.
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Table2．Cost of delivery from warehouse to agency & Capacity of each warehouse

*. A~H : warehouse, a~t :agency

Figure3．AHP-GA Process

5．AHP & GA Approach

In this paper, we utilized a simple AHP and matrix-form coding method to control lethal gene in

GA process. The Process is the first, AHP is utilized to get the weight of decision maker’s then the

weight is used in GA process. The next, GA suggests the warehouse to be left including decision

maker’s opinions.

Model Formulation

We have the following variables: For each warehouse i∈m and agency j∈m , dij is the cost from
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warehouse i to agency j. From each arc（i, j）, the decision variable xij is equal to1if arc（i, j）is used

（delivered）and0others, and variable yj indicates that warehouse j will be held or not it. Furthermore, fj

indicates a fixed cost of warehouse, wj is demand of agency, aj is weights form AHP and Cj is capacity of

warehouse. We minimize the total cost that consist of travel or time cost and a fixed cost. The object is,

firstly minimize total cost and then decide decision variable yj.

These objective function and constraints will be used as the fitness function in the Genetic Algo-

rithm process.

Min

m

∑
i

n

∑
j

dijxijaj +

n

∑
j

fjajyj

s.t. ∑xij＝1

∑wixij ＜― Cjyj

xij＝��
�

1：deliver warehouse j agent i

0：not deliver warehouse j agent i

yij＝��
�

1：hold warehouse j

0：not hold warehouse j

Simulation

We present a GA to decide an optimal a number of warehouses and optimal supply chain network

with the weight form AHP. Using genetic algorithms for SCN is similar to the TSP or Job Shop Sched-

uling Problem, as it often involves the use of order or position dependent genomes, since the optimum or

best sequence of activities is sought. Hence, an illegal solution may have the same value multiple times

in the genome（“superposition”）and be missing other values. Technique that is preventing creation of

these ‘lethal’ individuals is important for the efficient execution of a GA, and is presented as a matrix-

form coding method.

We tested two methods; AHP-GA, and Branch & Bound, so as to evaluate the performance treating

a data of Shapiro.
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Table3．Result of Branch & Bound Method

*. w―1, w―2, ..., w―8 indicate the number of warehouses

Figure4．AHP Hierarchy

The best result from branch & bound method is Table3. These table indicates that the warehouse

A, C, E, G are should be kept in the all warehouses. We designed AHP-tree that consisted with3criteria

and8alternatives as below Figure4..
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Table4．Total Evaluation of AHP

Crossover Probability　　　　　　　　　　　　0.3
Mutation Probability　　　　　　　　　　　　　0.1
Selection Method　　　　　　　　　 Roulette wheel Strategy
Population Size　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　20
Generations　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1,000

GA-parameters

Table5．Setting of GA-parameters

 

Table6．Result of GA

We performed numerical experiments according to designed AHP-hierarchy in Figure4. The total

evaluation results form AHP is shown in below Table4.

Table5. represents the parameters setting for GA approach in this research. The fitness function

used the model that is mentioned in ”model formulation” with the value of weighs from AHP.

Finally, The results from all process are summarized in below Table6.

A GA contains operators called crossover and mutation, the ones that specially affect performance

of GA. Therefore, it is very important to specify the GA’s parameter for getting a good performance.

However it is very troublesome to identify GA-parameters. In the present paper, we use Experimental

Design Method to setup GA parameters proposed by HAN［5］and then set up as Table5. Validation of

an analytical method through a series of experiments demonstrates that the method is suitable for its in-

tended purpose.
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6．Concluding remarks

Even if the result of alternatives do not seem to provide enough insight on decision making, by car-

rying out a genetic algorithm method, we can derive the overall solution by making the best use of them.

In general, the relative importance of criteria is ambiguous and the scores are imprecise. It suggests that,

in such cases, a genetic algorithm method is useful.

In this research, a Supply chain Network model has been proposed using Analytic Hierarchy Proc-

ess & Genetic Algorithm approach. Our approach was used to synthesize the opinions of the decision

makers to identify the weight of each alternative. This research demonstrated the advantage of being

able to capture decision maker’s opinion and intuition in solving the research problem through a struc-

tured manner and a simple process.

Further development of this approach could be the improvement in the determination of the weights

of each alternative and to handle uncertainty level of the decision-making problem by using hybrid ap-

proach, like the neural network.
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